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Re ently, the I eCube ollaboration reported rst eviden e for the astrophysi al neutrinos. Observation orresponds to the total astrophysi al neutrino ux of the order of 3  10 8 GeV  m 2  s 1  sr 1 in a PeV energy
range [1℄. A tive gala ti nu lei (AGN) are natural andidate sour es for su h neutrinos. To model the neutrino reation in AGNs, we study photopion produ tion pro esses on the radiation eld of the ShakuraSunyaev
a retion dis s in the bla k hole vi inity. We show that this model an explain the dete ted neutrino ux and
at the same time avoids the existing onstraints from the gamma-ray and osmi -ray observations.
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in I eCube

sity of gas. However, the expe ted signal is dominated

Dete tion of astrophysi al neutrinos by the I eCube
ollaboration [1℄ has opened a new era in the high-enerThe reported ex ess of neutrinos at

E > 30 TeV an be des ribed by a power law
1=E with = 2:3  0:3, and orresponds to the ux
3  10 8 GeV  m 2  s 1  sr 1 for the sum of three
energies

avors, possibly with a

uto at 3 PeV [1℄.

servation has a high signi an e of 5.7



This ob-

and

alls for

theoreti al modeling and explanation.

by the ux from spiral arms and/or the Gala ti
where supernova explosion rates, magneti

than in the vi inity of the Sun [3℄. Moreover, the neutrino ux dete ted by the I eCube is

rays pro-

du e neutrinos in the protonproton (protonnu leus)
ollisions in the interstellar gas in the dis

of our Milky

Way Galaxy. Su h neutrinos would have energies from
sub-GeV to PeV, but

an

lose to the Gala ti

plane.

ome only from dire tions
Interestingly, the three-

year I eCube data do show some ex ess in the dire tion of the Gala ti

plane with a 2 %

han e probabi-

lity [1℄, possibly exhibiting small-s ale anisotropy near
the Gala ti

enter. Both signatures

an be explained

by the neutrino produ tion in the gala ti

osmi

ray

E > 100 GeV diuse

gamma-ray ux from the Gala ti

Ridge, as observed

by the Fermi teles ope, whi h suggests
gin.

As result, the

ommon ori-

ontribution of the Galaxy to the

an be mu h higher than 10 %.

Se ond, ultra-high energy
intera t with intergala ti

osmi

rays (UHECR)

radiation and produ e se -

ondary EeV neutrinos in pion de ays. The latter are
alled

osmogeni

neutrinos and have been extensively

studied theoreti ally sin e 1969 [4℄ (see, e. g., [5, 6℄
and the referen es therein). The expe ted ux of
mogeni

estimates are at least two orders of

magnitude below the I eCube signal at PeV energies.
Hen e,

osmogeni

neutrinos are irrelevant in this en-

ergy range.
Finally, high-energy neutrinos in a wide range of
energies, from TeV to 10 PeV,

an be produ ed in a

variety of astrophysi al sour es in de ays of
* E-mail: kalashevinr.a .ru

os-

neutrinos is somewhat model dependent, but

even optimisti

intera tions with the interstellar gas. It was shown in
Ref. [2℄ that at most 0.1 of the observed neutrino events

onsistent [3℄ with

the power-law extrapolation of the

neutrino ux
osmi

Bar,

elds, and

the density of the interstellar gas are all mu h higher

There are three main produ tion me hanisms of
high-energy neutrinos. First, gala ti

osmi -ray intera tions

with matter inside the Milky Way assuming a lo al den-

1. INTRODUCTION

gy astrophysi s.

an be des ribed by

pions

614

harged

reated in the protonphoton or protonproton
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2.1. A retion dis phenomenology

ollisions in situ. Various kinds of astrophysi al sour es
of high-energy neutrinos were

onsidered prior to the

I eCube observation, in luding a tive gala ti

nu lei

(AGN) [712℄, gamma-ray birsts [13℄, star burst galaxies [14℄.

The ee tive temperature of the opti ally thi k material on the s ale of the gravitational radius is given
by [21℄

After the I eCube observation, the interest in the
problem has grown substantially.

T0 = 30 eV

In a number of re-

ent works [1520℄, an attempt was made to explain
the I eCube events by various astrophysi al sour es of

where

high-energy neutrinos.

M

into ele tromagneti

_.
retion rate M

a

of high-energy

dened as

rays a

elerated in AGNs with

photons from the big blue bump. Compared to the previous papers developing this
osmi

rays on the anisotropi

produ ed by the realisti
a

radiation eld

ShakuraSunyaev model of

present theoreti al details of our

In Se . 2, we

at a given





M
108M

erg

LEdd

is

 s 1:

The temperature has a power-law prole with the
radial

oordinate on the dis ,

= 3=4.

retion dis s [21℄.
This paper is organized as follows.

(1)

is the e-

The eddington luminosity

plain the I eCube observation using photopion produ tion by



= M_ ,

L

radiation,

LEdd = 1:26  1046

on ept, we attempt to ex-

1=4
L
;
 LEdd

onverting the gravitational potential energy

posed in Ref. [8℄, where neutrinos arise in intera tions
osmi

 1 =4 

M
108M

is the mass of a bla k hole and

ien y of

In this paper, we develop the model originally pro-



T

/r

. In theory [21℄,

Observationally, the slope is

the thin dis

onsistent with

= 0:61+00::2117, but would also al-

theory,

al ulation, also re-

low a shallower temperature prole that would redu e

viewing the observational knowledge about bla k hole

the dieren es between the mi rolensing and ux size

a

estimates [24℄.

retion dis s and their radiation elds. In Se . 3, we

onfront our numeri al
result and put

al ulations with the I eCube

onstraints on the properties of su h

prospe tive neutrino sour es.

Within un ertainties and with an a

ura y su-

ient for our purposes, the observed dis

sizes at the

radiation frequen y

= 5 eV

E

an be tted by the

relation [25℄

R = 1015

2. NEUTRINOS FROM AGNs WITH
SHAKURASUNYAEV ACCRETION DISCS
AGN are long-sought potential sites for high-energy
neutrino produ tion. They an a

elerate protons up to

highest energies and are surrounded by high-intensity
radiation elds where photo-nu lear rea tions with subsequent neutrino emission

an o

ur. At the heart of an

retion dis . The a

retion dis

M
8
10 M



;

whi h is about two orders of magnitude larger than the
gravitational radius. This estimate is somewhat larger
than the expe tation from the thin dis
photon density around the dis
by the relation

n

AGN resides a super-massive bla k hole surrounded by
the a

m



is hot and is emit-

E

theory.

The

an be approximated

Ldis
= 4R
2E

;

ting thermal radiation whi h gives a prominent feature

where

in the observed AGN spe tra usually referred to as the

tral energy distributions (SED) of AGNs are peaked at

Big Blue Bump.

the energy

A

elerated parti les move along

two jets perpendi ular to the a

retion dis ,

We assume that proton a

the

elera-

harged pion de ays
rea tions in

= n

R, where   5  10 28

-resonan e. This gives
L 10 eV
;
  103 dis
E

irrespe tive of the bla k hole mass.

ollisions with blue bump pho-

orrelations between mono hromati

p

retion dis s and estimate the opti al

depth for these photopion produ tion rea tions.

There are tight
and bolometri

L (5100
for Ldis is

)  0:1Lbol

luminosities of AGNs, e. g.,

Å

(see [27, 28℄). An estimate

given by

For a typi al bolometri

615

an

m2 is

ross se tion at the

! n+ and n !

reated in

tons. As a rst step, we re all the observational phenomenology of a



LEdd

urs dire tly near the bla k hole horizon (see,

e. g., Refs. [22, 23℄). High-energy neutrinos appear in

! p

= 10 eV (see, e. g., Ref. [26℄ for a review).

be estimated as

In what follows, we use the following model for neutrino produ tion.

E

The opti al depth to photomeson produ tion

rossing

this radiation eld.

tion o

is a typi al photon energy. On average, spe -

luminosity, we

L .

an assume
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τ /M8
100
T0 = 30

to photomeson produ tion after the traveling distan e
omparable to the a

òîì

size.

10

2.2. Radiation elds and rea tion rates

T0 = 15

1

T0 = 7

In the laboratory frame, the rate of rea tions with
the photon ba kground is given by the standard expression

R=
where
frame,

Z

d3 p n(p)(1

os )(~!);

0.1
T0 = 3
0.01
1016

(2)

n(p) is the photon density in the laboratory
(~!) is the ross se tion of the relevant rea tion

Fig. 1.

in the rest frame of the primary parti le as a fun tion
of the energy of the in ident photon
and

!~ = p(1

os ),

is the gamma-fa tor of the primary parti le in
where

the laboratory frame.
For the bla k-body radiation with a temperature

T,

1017

1
2
(2)3 exp(p=T ) 1 :

p2

os  = z=

We assume that the dis

R(z;
The dis

segment at a radius

r emits
T (r),

T (r) = T0 F (r);
where

T0

F (r) =
Here,

rg = 2M

r

1

r

and

rin

is the radius of the dis

z along the dis
n(p) =

where

z.

Its

n0

 1 =4

rin
1

Z
3
=
2r

(8)

is related to the radiation

r dr F 4 (r):

= 0:1, whi h is a usual as-



The opti al depth with respe t to this rea tion for

:

(5)

protons a

elerated near the bla k hole horizon and

moving along the jet axis from

(

m;

inner edge. The

on-

z0

dz R(z; ):

 (E ) for photomeson produ tion
T0 1) and z0 = rg .
15 eV
neutrinos with the energy E  10

is shown in Fig. 1 for several values of
To produ e

e iently, we need the opti al depth with respe t to

(6)

r

E  1017 eV. This
T0 > 10 eV (see Fig. 1).

to

requirement translates into

3. THE OBSERVED SPECTRUM

an

be expressed as

In this paper, we do not study the pro esses of par-

Z1

dp p2 (~!)

) = 413(r2 os
+ z2) 0 exp(p=T (r)) 1 ;

Z1

this rea tion to be larger than unity for protons with

Æ(n n0 )r dr
(r2 + z2) nT (p; r);

is the unit ve tor in the dire tion from

)=

z0 to innity is given by

The resulting fun tion

axis is

ontribution to the rea tion rate in Eq. (2)

R(z; r;

rin

r drR(z; r; ):

sumption in the existing literature.

tribution of su h a segment to the photon density at a
point

Z1

in

is S hwarzs hild gravitational radius,

M
rg = 3  1013 8
10 M

) = 2

In what follows, we use

rin
r

1020
E, eV

+ z2: Finally,

inner edge

e ien y as

(4)

is given by Eq. (1) and [21℄

 rg 3=4 

r

(3)

bla k-body radiation with a lo al temperature

1019

Opti al depth as a fun tion of the proton energy
for several values of T0 (in eV)

we have

nT (p) 

1018

ti le a
(7)

eleration but simply assume that protons are

1) We note that the average ba kground photon energy is

roughly

616
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Se ondary neutrino (red line) and gamma-ray (magenta line) uxes from protons (blue line) with the 1=E 2 powerlaw inje tion spe trum and Emax = 100 PeV for the dis temperature T0 = 15 eV, the bla k hole mass 108 M , and the
luminosity evolution of sour es (1 + z )3 . Red points with errorbars represent the I eCube astrophysi al neutrino ux from
Ref. [1℄. The atmospheri neutrino ux is taken from Ref. [34℄, the Fermi diuse gamma-ray ux is from Ref. [35℄, and the
proton ux is from Ref. [36℄. (Color online see arXiv:1410.8124)
Fig. 2.

a

elerated by ele tri

elds in a

lose vi inity of the

assume that the

as ade freely es apes the sour e re-

bla k hole horizon (see, e. g., Ref. [22℄ for relevant mo-

gion and show below that even in this extreme

dels). For deniteness, we assume that the spe trum of

the predi ted

a

photon ba kground is far below the present observa-

elerated protons at

z = z0 has the power-law form

ja (E ) = E ; E < Emax ;

their momenta are dire ted along the dis
ele tri

elds and a

at larger

z0 = 2rg .

z.

(9)
axis, and

eleration pro eses are negligible

In what follows, we

hoose

= 2 and

tional upper limits.
We model intera tions using the Monte Carlo approa h. In parti ular, during the
sition

z

tion of protons through the radiation eld at
and

z > z0

al ulate the resulting spe trum of nu leons and

of produ ts of their intera tion. To be
assume that the magneti

using the equation

i =
Here and below,
variable,

zZi+1

eld is negligible and there-

pion produ tion threshold may freely es ape the sour e.
al ulating the maximal possible

rays.
ade

zi

ontribuosmi

As regards the se ondary ele tronphoton

as-

al ulation, to obtain its upper bound, we always

is a uniformly distributed random

0 <  < 1. The next intera tion point zi+1 is

fore both protons and neutrons with energies below the
This allows



log :

al ulated by solving the equation

onservative, we

tion of the pro ess to the observed spe trum of

ith iteration at a po-

= zi, the traveled opti al depth i is sampled

The al ulation of the observable neutrino spe trum
is performed in two steps. First, we simulate propaga-

ase,

ontribution of this pro ess to the diuse

where
and

i

is the

R(z; i)

R(z; i ) dz = i ;

(10)

urrent gamma fa tor of the nu leon

is the intera tion rate given by Eq. (8).

The ba kground photon momentum is sampled in ea h

617
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Se ondary neutrino and gamma-ray uxes from protons with the 1=E 2 power-law spe trum and Emax = 30 PeV for
T0 = 120 eV and the luminosity evolution of sour es proportional to (1 + z )3 . Experimental data are the same as in Fig. 2.
(Color online see arXiv:1410.8124)

Fig. 3.

intera tion point
dis

segment

ri

zi

in the following way.

emitting the photon is sampled using

Eq. (8):

ount

. The last ee t mostly redu es to red shift, neu-

tron de ay, and ele tronphoton
led by intera tions with the

R(z;

) = 2

Zri

rin

and then the photon energy

R(z; r;
where

2)

First, the

ground and intergala ti

r dr R(zi ; r; );

(11)

pi is sampled using Eq. (7):

2 !)
;
) = 413(r2 os+ zi2) exp(dpp=Tp (r(~
i )) 1
i 0
i
p
zi = zi2 + ri2 .

i+1

This

pro edure is performed with the use of the numerial

ode developed in Ref. [32℄.

The

ode simulates

photon ba kgrounds. For nu leons,

it takes photopion produ tion,

Finally, the SOPHIA

ontinue while Eq. (10)

e+ e

-pair produ tion,

ount. The se ondary parti-

les produ ed in these intera tions are also tra ed in the

(12)

as well as se ondary parti les and

their momenta. The iterations

with intergala ti

and neutron de ay into a

event generator [31℄ is used to sample the re oiling nuleon energy

mi rowave ba k-

infrared ba kground.

intera tions of nu leons, photons, and stable leptons

Zpi

os i =

as ade development

osmi

ode. The ele tronphoton
the

as ade is mostly driven by

hain of inverse Compton s attering of ele trons on

ba kground photons and

e+ e

-pair produ tion by pho-

tons. We also take neutrino mixing into a

ount using

the mixing angles in the tribimaximal approximation,
whi h is su ient with the

urrent limited statisti s.

has a solution. The absen e of solutions means that the

The resulting spe trum has a avor ratio of approxi-

nu leon freely es apes the AGN site. As a result, we

mately (1:1:1).

obtain the spe trum of nu leons, neutrinos, photons,
and ele trons leaving the intera tion region.
In the se ond step, we integrate over the distribu-

Finally, we normalize the simulated spe tra using
the I eCube data.

Namely, using 22 events with the

deposited energy above 42 TeV, published in Ref. [1℄,

tion of sour es taking their possible abundan e evolution and

2) We do not average over T and E
max .
0

osmologi al propagation ee ts into a -
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jE 2, eV ⋅ cm−1 ⋅ s−1 ⋅ sr−1
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Dependen e of the neutrino ux on maximum proton energy Emax for E 2 power-law inje tion spe trum, the dis
temperature T0 = 60 eV and the luminosity evolution of sour es / (1 + z )3 . Red points with errorbars show the I eCube
astrophysi al neutrino ux after 3 years of exposure, taken from Ref. [1℄. The atmospheri neutrino ux, Ref. [34℄, is shown
by bla k points with errorbars. (Color online see arXiv:1410.8124)
Fig. 4.

3)

and the exposure dependen e on energy from Ref. [33℄,

is rather narrow

we maximize the Poisson probability of observing the

je ts with su h a low temperature may explain narrow

above events under the

bumps in the spe trum.

ondition that a given theoret-

i al model is true.

Figure 3

In the energy bin 0.41 PeV, the I eCube does not
have any events in the present data.

A

ording to

Ref. [1℄, a gap larger than this one appears in 43 % of
realizations of the best-t
fore, we

ontinuous spe tra. There-

an safely assume that the real neutrino spe -

trum is des ribed by a smooth power law. On the other
hand, dierent energy regions may

orrespond to dier-

ent populations of sour es, and therefore the spe trum
may have features. For example, a peak at
might be real.

E

 2 PeV

Presently both possibilities should be

onsidered, and we follow this line of thought in presenting the results.

orresponds to

= 30 PeV. In this,

In Fig. 2, we present the se ondary neutrino ux

= 100 PeV

and absorbed in the dis

with the temperature

108M

elerated to

Emax

=

k hole mass

and luminosity evolution of sour es

(1 + z)3 is

assumed). We see that the resulting neutrino spe trum

= 120 eV and Emax =

E > 100 TeV

an be explained

assuming that the absen e of events in the energy bin
0.51 PeV is due to a statisti al u tuation. One would
have to explain low-energy data

E <

100 TeV with

other type of sour es still, if su h data will appear, beause our model has a low-energy uto at 100 TeV due
to the energy threshold for photopion produ tion.
The

al ulated se ondary photon ux in all

signi antly below the diuse
by Fermi.

gala ti

3)

The measured [36℄ proton ux at energies
Therefore, the

ti

sour es (see,

ontribution of extra-

sour es to the observed proton ux should be

We have studied the models with mono hromati

spe tra of a

elerated protons as well.

spe tra are somewhat narrower,
tion, but are not mono hromati .

619

ases is

-ba kground measured

E = 1100 EeV is dominated by Gala

radiation eld

T0 = 15 eV (the bla

T0

ase all high-energy part of the I e-

Cube neutrino ux at

e. g., Ref. [37℄).
(shown in red) from protons a

, and therefore the population of ob-

inje tion

The resulting neutrino

ompared to a power law inje -
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T0 = 15 K
30 K
60 K
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νatm

102
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1
1012

Fig. 5.
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Dependen e of the neutrino ux on the dis temperature T0 for Emax = 100 PeV. The remaining parameters and
experimental data are the same as in Fig. 4. (Color online see arXiv:1410.8124)

subdominant. Our results do not

ontradi t this obser-

vation either.

sour es, we have

hosen AGNs. To model neutrino

re-

ation, we study photopion produ tion pro esses on the

The model dependen e of the resulting neutrino

radiation eld of the ShakuraSunyaev a

retion dis s

ux is shown in Figs. 4, 5. In Fig. 4, the dependen e

in the bla k hole vi inity. To our knowledge, our work

on the maximum energy of a

is the rst where a realisti

elerated protons is pre-

T0 = 60 eV. Models with the maximum enEmax = 30 PeV, Emax = 100 PeV, and Emax =

sented for
ergies

of the a

= 300 PeV are shown with red, green, and blue lines.

retion dis

is

anisotropi

radiation eld

onsidered for these purposes.

Important parameters des ribing the model are the

In Fig. 5, we present the dependen e of the neutrino

maximum energy of a

ux on the dis

temperature. We have studied the parameter spa e of

Emax = 100 PeV. Dis
temperatures T0 = 15 eV, T0 = 30 eV, T0 = 60 eV, and
T0 = 120 eV are respe tively shown with red, green,
temperature for

blue, and pink lines.

T0

= 15

The spe trum of neutrinos for

the model and

elerated protons and the dis

ompared the predi ted neutrino uxes

with the I eCube measurement.
took into a

ount the

Along the way we

onstraints set by the diuse

eV is peaked at 13 PeV and may be re-

gamma-ray ba kground measurements by the Fermi ob-

sponsible for the high-energy part of the I eCube data.

servatory [35℄ and by the proton ux measurements by

The

an

KASCADE and KASCADe-Grande experiments [36℄.

explain the I eCube data for the whole energy range

We have shown that the model presented in this paper

ase of the high temperature

T0

= 120 eV

E > 100 TeV.

an naturally explain the neutrino spe trum observed
by the I eCube. The model
ter

4. DISCUSSION

an be falsied (and bet-

onstrained) by studying the

orrelation signal be-

tween neutrino arrival dire tions and varios sub lasses
of AGNs. Su h study will be ame feasible in the nearest

ti

We have made an attempt to explain the extragala -

future, as more data are a

neutrino signal re ently announ ed by the I eCube

dire tional bounds on the possible neutrino sour es are

ollaboration [1℄. As the prospe tive

lass of neutrino

given, e. g., in Ref. [38, 39℄.
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